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Henley Masterclass: Session Plan
1. Challenges for Sustainable Smart Cities

2. What issues are relevant for ‘intelligent Places’?
3. Exercise: An intelligent Game…
4. Feedback & Discussion
5. Conclusion
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Henley Masterclass
• Sustainability and ‘Smart Cities’
• Three main Smart city dimensions:
– technology, people, and institutions
– a fourth is ‘place’ – with its uniqueness (and baggage)
– integration of infrastructures and technology-mediated
services, social learning
– + strengthening human infrastructure, and governance for
institutional improvement and citizen engagement
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‘Smart city’ - a legacy concept
• Phase 1: 1980-1990 - Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) to make
cities “smart” with some (limited) etransaction facilities.
• Phase 2: 2000-2010: implementation of
ICTs in city infrastructure (e-governance, elearning etc.) with the Internet as an
information exchange medium.
• Phase 3: Present decade (2010-2020):
wireless networks (e.g. Sensors, Beacons,
Social media feedback); Internet of Things
(IoT) towards a connected world

Source: http://www.redherring.com/internet/u-kgovernment-looks-to-internet-of-things-for-industrialrevolution/

ICT alone does not make a
city work…

Terminology and
definitions are mixed and
vague – several terms
are used interchangeably.

Source: Cocchia, A. (2014) "Smart and Digital City: A Systematic Literature Review" R. P. Dameri and C. Rosenthal-Sabroux (eds.), Smart City, Progress in IS
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• Smart Cities
- Posing huge challenges and creating
many opportunities
- Forming huge markets ($1.5trillion by
2020)
- Complex Urban Operating System
- Blocks to progress

…..places require evidence-based solutions
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Smart Cities: What tends to be missing?
Social, cultural and relational capital
– Social inclusion of various resident groups within public
services ….all social classes should benefit from ICT
interventions to prevent social polarization.
– A community should learn, adapt and
innovate to allow for long-term
sustainability and well-being (Coe et al.,
2001)
– crucial role of ICT along with ‘soft
infrastructure’ - knowledge networks,
voluntary organizations, crime-free
environments (Nijkamp, 2008)
– Ownership and buy-in (rational choice)
(Parker & Murray, 2012)
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‘without real engagement and
willingness to collaborate and
cooperate between public
institutions, private sector,
voluntary organizations, schools
and citizens there is no smart city’
(Nam and Pardo, 2011: p283)

‘The notion of an intelligent city

emerges at the crossing of the
knowledge society (a society in
which knowledge and creativity
have great emphasis and intangible,
human and social capital are
considered the most valuable asset)
with the digital city’
(Nam and Pardo, 2011: p285)
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Smart Cities: Issue -1
“What is the city but the people?”
(Coriolanus Act 3, Scene 1)

To what extent do all social classes
benefit from a technological impulse
to change their urban fabric?

Source: http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/dd/report2/report2.htm

Create a form of exclusion?
Or unwanted urban divide?

‘People are place-shapers and place-makers’

Smart Cities: Issue 2
Innovation meets investment………..
Market for intelligent built
environment…..real estate…
How do we value ‘built space’
considering the virtual as well
as physical uses of such
space and how can we best
leverage physical-digital
value-added?
Source: http://www.charlesrussellspeechlys.com/media/312439/infographicspread.pdf

Use Case + Business Case + Investment Case = intelligent Place

Smart Cities: Issue 3
Q. What are the optimal forms of financing mechanisms for (Smart)
places?
Q. What are the attendant risks?
Q. What implications does financialisation of the property market and
global capital flows have for local markets and for urban areas and
regions?
Three Requirements
•

Identify investment needs for intelligent Place
projects

•

Induct stakeholders in the investment model

•

Introduce new funding mechanisms

Smart Cities: Issue 4
Data is the new ‘oil’? Priceless resource = limitless opportunities?
Data science; Big Data Analytics

Source: http://wearesocial.com/uk/special-reports/digital-social-mobile-worldwide2015

Cities want:
• to know the existing
infrastructures in their city:
water, telecom, transport,
energy…
• to measure the usages, the
traffics and their evolution, the
quality of services …
• to be informed of what
happens.
• to interact with third party
operators.

Smart Cities: Issue 5
Entrepreneurship, leadership within, across territorial units;
Place leadership – ensuring Ethics, Trust, Security, Privacy
Symbiotic business models based on shared value, platform
revenue, co-creation of offerings.
Q. How do we provide better data
and business connectivity within
and between urban areas of
different sizes and markets so that
organisations can operate
seamlessly through the physical
and virtual worlds to maximise
values?
Source: http://www.zdnet.com/article/is-the-internet-of-things-strategic-to-theenterprise/

Smart Cities: Issue 5 contd.
Business model for ‘intelligent Place’ projects
Three Targets
• Reduce opex

Three Questions
• Add value - improve public
services; generate positive
externalities
• Generate revenue –
new/enhanced revenue
channels for private sector

Who pays for the costs?

What are the channels of
revenues?

Who and how to share the
revenue across the value
chain?
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Smart Cities: Issue 6
Urban Design; Digital Health Care; Active and Assisted Living
(AAL); Housing for all
Q. What makes for a good place to grow old -safely and happily?

intelligent Care and Urban Living

Q. What association can be found between cognitive
processing, individual preferences, and personal
economic and living outcomes in old age?
Q. How will the ageing population affect economic and
social dynamics within and between spatial territories
and what will be the associated opportunities and
challenges for business and government?

Smart Cities: Issue 7
Q. How should a place
position itself?

To what extent do all social classes benefit from a technological impulse to
their urban fabric?
Place branding is the process of image communication to a target market …
places competing for people, resources, and businesses (2.7 million small
cities/towns, 3,000 large cities, and 455 metropolises)

Smart Cities: Issue 8
‘intelligent Place’ projects: Risks and Regulation

5 risks
•
•
•
•
•

Technology risk
Operational risk
Construction risk
Market risk
Policy risk

Risk mitigation
Technology?
Operational?
Construction?
Market?
Policy?

3 Regulatory Goals
• Devise Intellectual Property (IP)
protection laws
• Create legal framework to
encourage innovation
• Build effective government
support systems

Protect people
Protect data, privacy
Protect technology
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Exercise - Scenario
• Local Authorities (LAs) required to deliver more citizen-centred services to
ensure that the most effective and efficient outcomes are achieved over time
for all stakeholders.
• Localism Act (2011) - directs LAs in England to:
•
•
•
•

evaluate new approaches to engagement;
strengthen links across public institutions;
develop capacity and capability;
support organisational processes and cultures. These require not only technological
innovation but confidence that new solutions are cost-effective.

Seen as a critical support for the ideas being applied in public service
improvement in the 21st century, including features of modernised governance
including: openness, innovation and co-production (Cabinet Office, 2014;
Parkes, 2016).
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Scenario(2)
• Numerous city-level initiatives and policy processes across the world
to learn and evolve to address such challenges incrementally (time)
and well as sectorally (topic/policy area).
• UK Govt requires Local Authorities (LAs) to foster citizen
engagement and develop trust in government (Institute for Government,
2015; 2016; Tolbert and Mossberger, 2006).

• Imply a more collaborative approach (i.e. co-productive, co-managed)
specifically to be more effective as data producers, users and sharers;
• This reflects a shift from technologically focussed solutions to sociotechnical assemblages (Lawhon and Murphy, 2012; Davenport,
2008).
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• This reflects a broader evolution of governance processes and
structures whereby governments increasingly partner with and depend
on civil society and the private sector to achieve their policymaking
goals ‘co-production’ (Parker et al, 2015; Saad-Sulonen and Horelli,
2010; Pestoff et al, 2013; Dunleavy et al, 2006).
• The patchy and often poor quality of data collection and use in the past
has hampered recent reforms (Wilson et al, 2016).
• A lack of real-time and near real-time information capture and
processing mechanisms can render policies time inconsistent over the
LA policy-making cycle, this can add to distrust among stakeholders
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Exercise
• Cities face multiple, complex and interrelated challenges

• Including: environmental quality, economic resilience, quality of
life.
• Let’s think about initiatives aimed at some of these:
• e.g. environmental quality, health, traffic congestion
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Solution?... Bike schemes(!?)

• Very popular initiatives
(among local govts)
• Found in very many
cities worldwide now
• Are they intelligent?
• What might this
mean?...
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Exercise: ‘Gotham City’ Bike scheme
•
•
•
•
•

Overview – Gotham City
Bike Scheme started 2 years ago
City core - area with c200,000 pop
x200 bikes available
Network of cycles across 30
docking stations
• Funded by Local Sustainable
Transport Fund
• Contractor operates scheme
(‘Riddler Solutions’)
• Pay per hour…
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Gotham City Bike Scheme
Aims:
• To ease congestion
• To improve air quality
• To improve health
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Batman’s Challenges
Issues
• Low take-up

• High costs
• Uneven spatial use

• Austerity (budget squeeze)
• Political embarrassment for
Batman to abandon it!
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Exercise: the task
• Discussion / role play in groups [c20 mins]
– Stakeholder groups:
1. Residents of Gotham
2. Potential Business Sponsors
3. Local authority (Gotham City Council)

4. Visitors to Gotham
5. Bike Scheme Operator (contractor)

First: please elect a rapporteur for your group…
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Task - Questions
Q1. What are the issues here? (both generally &
specifically for your interest group…)

Q2. What do you need? What solutions did you
consider - that would make the Scheme work for you?
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Exercise - Feedback
• First – the issues…

• Second - the ‘solutions’…

• Third - common themes / gaps?...
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Key messages
An ‘intelligent Place’ …
should use smart technologies intelligently as enablers by promoting
sustainable, optimal and people-focused uses, and by humanising dataled solutions to enhance the quality of living experiences of its citizens.
In terms of size, it can range from a single building or a rural area or a
large city region.
Citizen engagement and co-ownership increasing recognised as key
Multi-disciplinary approaches engaging with a multi-stakeholder ecosystem are key to devising effective human-centric solutions…..
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